Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In recent years, many proteomic and metabolomic studies have been performed to understand diseases' biological mechanisms, to identify prognostic and predictive biomarkers, and to develop better treatments^[@CR1],[@CR2]^. A widely used platform for proteomic and metabolomic profiling is mass spectrometry (MS). The high-throughput data produced by MS are often zero-inflated. These zero values are called point mass values (PMVs)^[@CR3]^. Depending on the origin of the zeros, PMVs can be further classified into biological PMVs (BPMVs), where the compound is absent from the sample, and technical PMVs (TPMVs), where the compound is present but its abundance is below the detection limit of the particular instrument used^[@CR3],[@CR4]^. The proportion of PMVs can be very large^[@CR3],[@CR5]^. Two examples in case are briefed here with more detailed descriptions in the Results section. The first example is a human urinary proteomic dataset of over 1,800 subjects with 5,270 features^[@CR6]^. The average PMV proportion among all features is 81%. There are 2,537 features having PMVs in more than 90% of subjects. The second example is an exosomal lipids dataset of 91 lung cancer subjects with 101 features^[@CR7]^. It has an average PMV proportion of 82%. There are 56 features having PMVs in more than 90% of subjects. Due to the large amount of PMVs, it is critical for downstream statistical analysis to account for them, preferably further distinguishing BPMVs and TPMVs, to ensure unbiased and efficient inference.

Identifying differentially abundant features between experimental groups or disease phenotypes is central for many proteomic and metabolomic studies. Several statistical methods have been proposed for differential abundance analysis based on zero-inflated MS data. Gleiss *et al*.^[@CR3]^ classified these methods into three types. The first type of methods is one-part tests, which consider the data as left-censored and use a single model to characterize it. For example, an adaptive t-test imputes PMVs with certain non-zero values and performs a two-sample t-test on imputed data^[@CR3]^. As another example, a Tobit model assumes the data follows a left-censored normal distribution and use a likelihood ratio test to compare distributional parameters between groups^[@CR3],[@CR8]^. The second type of methods is two-part tests, which models PMVs and non-PMVs separately. For example, a two-part t-test employs a first statistic to compare the proportion of PMVs and a second statistic to compare the non-PMV values between groups. These two test statistics are then combined to calculate the p-value. One limitation of these two types of methods is that they do not distinguish TPMVs and BPMVs. To address this problem, a third type of methods has been proposed by Taylor *et al*.^[@CR5]^ and Gleiss *et al*.^[@CR3]^ based on a mixture model. The mixture model explicitly characterizes PMVs as a mixture of TPMVs and BPMVs. The BPMVs are considered as a point mass at zero. The non-BPMVs, including both TPMVs and non-PMVs, are considered as coming from a lognormal distribution, where the data are left-censored at the detection limit. A likelihood ratio test is proposed to test whether both the proportion of point mass at zero and the mean parameter of the normal distribution are the same between experimental groups. Taylor *et al*.^[@CR5]^ and Gleiss *et al*.^[@CR3]^ compared the performance of the mixture model to many one-part and two-parts tests and concluded that the mixture model was preferred in parameter estimation in presence of TPMVs, especially when the proportion of TPMVs was large.

Although the mixture model is appealing in distinguishing TPMVs and BPMVs and therefore providing better characterization of MS data, parameter estimations, especially the variance paramter estimation, from the model are unstable in presence of large proportion of zero values. The instability in variance parameter estimation substantially affects differential abundance analysis results. On the one hand, overestimation of the variance may lead to false negative results. On the other hand, underestimation of the variance may lead to false positive results. To demonstrate the impact of underestimating the variance on differential abundance analysis, Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the top-ranked 150 features based on the mixture model in Taylor *et al*.^[@CR5]^ (referred to as the TLK method) from a simulated two-group comparison dataset. The data simulation procedure is provided in the Simulation Studies section. There were more than 20 false positive features. Most of these features had large fractions of zero values (\>90%) and very small variance estimates from TLK. As a result, these features got favorable rankings even though some of them had very small fold changes.Figure 1Estimated log fold change versus variance based on TLK (panel a) and DASEV (panel b) for 150 top-ranked features from a two-group differential abundance analysis. Data were simulated from the first simulation scenario as described in the Simulation Studies section with a sample size of 200 per group. Features were ranked based on their p-values. FP: false positive; TP: true positive.

We hereby propose a new method called Differential Abundance analysis with Shrinkage Estimation of Variance (DASEV). Our method is based on the mixture model but provides a more robust estimation of model parameters. Specifically, an empirical Bayes shrinkage method is proposed for borrowing information across the ensemble of proteomic or metabolomic features to better estimate the variance parameter of each feature. Bayes and empirical Bayes shrinkage methods have been shown to provide robust estimation of model parameters, especially the variance parameter, for microarray^[@CR9]^, RNAseq^[@CR10],[@CR11]^, ChIPseq^[@CR12]^, and NanoString nCounter^[@CR13]^ data. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to introduce such method to the mixture model for MS-based proteomic or metabolomic studies. Based on the mixture model and stabilized variance estimate, we propose three statistical tests to examine whether the BPMV proportion, the mean of non-BPMVs, or both are the same between patient groups. Simulation studies and real data analysis demonstrate that our method substantially improves parameter estimation of the mixture model and outperforms current methods in identifying differentially abundant proteomic/metabolomic features.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

The model {#Sec3}
---------

The MS data for a proteomic or metabolomic feature contains non-PMVs and PMVs, where PMVs are a mixture of BPMVs and TPMVs. We assume that non-BPMVs follow a lognormal distribution, i.e. the logarithm of non-BPMVs follow a normal distribution. Due to the detection limit, non-BPMVs values below the detection limit are censored, leading to TPMVs. Therefore, the observed abundance of feature *k* for subject *i*, *Y*~*ik*~, follows a mixture distribution^[@CR3],[@CR5]^ with the following density function $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f({Y}_{ik}|{\gamma }_{k},{\beta }_{k},{\sigma }_{k};{\lambda }_{k})=\{\begin{array}{cc}{p}_{ik}+(1-{p}_{ik})\Phi \{({\lambda }_{k}-{\mu }_{ik})/{\sigma }_{k}^{2}\}, & if\,PMVs\\ (1-{p}_{ik})\phi [\{log({Y}_{ik})-{\mu }_{ik}\}/{\sigma }_{k}^{2}], & if\,non-PMVs\end{array}$$\end{document}$$where *p*~*ik*~ is the proportion of BPMVs and *μ*~*ik*~ is the mean of non-BPMVs for feature *k* in subject *i*, *σ*~*k*~ is the standard deviation, *λ*~*k*~ is the logarithm of the detection limit for feature k, and Φ and *ϕ* are cumulative distribution and density functions of a standard normal distribution, respectively. The logarithm of detection limit, *λ*~*k*~, is usually set as the minimal log-transformed non-PMV observations minus a small number *ϵ*. In this paper, we set *ϵ* equal to 0.1, which was also used in Gleiss *et al*.^[@CR3]^. To quantify associations between the feature abundance and a vector of covariates *X*~*i*~, we further assume a logistic regression model for *p*~*ik*~ and a linear regression model for *μ*~*ik*~ as follows $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In presence of a large fraction of zero values, the parameter estimation based on model ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) can be unstable (Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We consider an empirical Bayes shrinkage method to improve the estimation. The empirical Bayes shrinkage method has been shown to provide robust estimation of the variance parameter in the analysis of other types of omics data^[@CR9]--[@CR13]^. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to introduce such method to the mixture model for MS-based proteomic or metabolomic studies. Specifically, we consider the following prior distribution for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${d}_{0}{s}_{0}^{2}$$\end{document}$/2 are the shape and scale parameters of the inverse-gamma distribution, respectively. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, this prior fits the empirical distribution of estimated variances from the human urinary proteome dataset. This prior distribution allows us to borrow information across the ensemble of features so that more stable variance estimation can be obtained. The hyperparameters of the prior distribution, *d*~0~ and *s*~0~, are determined as described in the next subsection.Figure 2Comparison of estimated variance versus true variance for TLK (panels a and c) and DASEV (panels b and d) based on a single simulation with sample size 200 per group from the first scenario. Panels c and d are magnified lower left corner of panels a and b, respectively. The red line shows where the estimated variance equals the true variance.Figure 3Comparison of estimated non-BPMV mean and BPMV proportion versus true values for TLK (panels a and c) and DASEV (panels b and d) based on a single simulation with a sample size of 200 per group from the first scenario. This figure only shows results for control group. Case group has identical patterns.

Determining hyperparameters {#Sec4}
---------------------------

The hyperparameters are empirically determined from a rough estimate of feature variance based on the observed data. From Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), the non-PMV observations follow a truncated normal distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{\sigma }}_{k}$$\end{document}$ is only used for the calculation of hyperparameters. Once the hyperparameters are determined, a more robust estimate of *σ*~*k*~ is obtained and used for model inference (see next subsections). Let *m* and *v* be the sample mean and variance for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{\sigma }}_{k}$$\end{document}$ across features, respectively. Based on the inverse gamma distribution and using the method of moments (see Supplementary Materials for the derivation), the *d*~0~ and *s*~0~ are calculated as follows $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${d}_{0}=\frac{2{m}^{2}}{v}+4,\ and\ {s}_{0}=\sqrt{\frac{m({d}_{0}-2)}{{d}_{0}}}.$$\end{document}$$ In order to robustly estimate *d*~0~ and *s*~0~, we restrict features included in this calculation to be those with at least 10 non-PMV observations from the two groups combined. But if the number of such features is less than 30, we use the top 30 features with the smallest PMV proportions.

Model parameter estimation {#Sec5}
--------------------------

We use an iterative procedure to obtain our estimates of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\widehat{\sigma }}_{k}$$\end{document}$ as the initial value of *σ*~*k*~, plug it into Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) to find the maximum likelihood estimate of *θ*~*k*~, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Hypothesis testing {#Sec6}
------------------

For each feature, our method allows examining the following three hypotheses regarding the effect of the *j*^*th*^ covariate: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{M}:{\beta }_{jk}=0\ vs\ {H}_{A}^{M}:{\beta }_{jk}\ne 0,$$\end{document}$$which tests if the covariate has an effect on mean abundance. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{B}:{\beta }_{jk}=0\ and\ {\gamma }_{jk}=0\ vs\ {H}_{A}^{B}:{\beta }_{jk}\ne 0\ or\ {\gamma }_{jk}\ne 0,$$\end{document}$$which tests if the covariate has an effect on mean abundance or BPMV proportion. A likelihood ratio test statistic is used to test each of the three hypotheses. The test is based on the ratio of the maximum likelihood under the null hypothesis and that without the constraint, where the maximum likelihood is calculated based on the procedure described in the previous subsection with *σ*~*k*~ estimated by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{B}$$\end{document}$) degrees of freedom. The Benjamini and Hochberg procedure^[@CR14]^ is used to control the false discovery rate (FDR) across features.

Results {#Sec7}
=======

To get a comprehensive evaluation of the performance of DASEV, and to compare with TLK, we used a combination of simulations and real data. For TLK, the algorithm returns a p-value for each feature, but does not provide a procedure for multiple comparisons adjustment. To allow a fair comparison, we used the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure^[@CR14]^ to control the FDR, the same as we used in DASEV.

Simulation studies {#Sec8}
------------------

### Simulation settings {#Sec9}

To mimic real-world situation, we based our simulation on real data obtained from the human urinary proteome database. The dataset we used contains two groups (benign prostatic hyperplasia patients and healthy controls). A detailed description of the dataset is provided in the human urinary proteome data analysis subsection. We applied DASEV to this dataset and estimated feature-wise mean of non-BPMVs in the control group, BPMV proportion in the control group, detection limit, and variance. We filtered out features with the estimated group mean smaller than the detection limit. The estimated BPMV proportions range from 0.6% to 99.9% with 80.6% as the mean value. The estimated percentages of TPMVs range from 0% to 47.2% with 1.6% as the mean value. There were 971 features having q-values less than 0.01, in which 275 (28.3%) features had estimated fold changes ≥ 2. For our simulations, each simulated dataset contained 5,000 features for two groups (case and control). The abundance level of a feature was simulated based on the mixture distribution in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), where the model parameter values were randomly resampled from the parameter estimates of the control group of the real data. Since mean, BPMV proportion and detection limit were correlated, those values were resampled together. The variance parameter was resampled separately because we did not observe a correlation between variance and other parameters. We considered six differential abundance scenarios to evaluate the method's performance, see Supplementary Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for detailed settings for all simulation scenarios. Part of results from the first scenario are presented in the next subsection, while all other results were presented in Supplementary Materials. Our first scenario aimed to evaluate methods' performance in identifying the non-BPMV mean difference between groups. We randomly selected 10% of features to have a 2-fold change in the mean abundance of non-BPMVs between case and control groups, with 5% of the features having higher abundance and another 5% having lower abundance in the case group. We considered sample sizes of 10, 20, 100 or 200 per group and replicated the simulation 100 times for each sample size. For each simulated dataset, we focused our analysis on features with at least three non-PMV observations and at least one PMV and one non-PMV observation per group. Results from sample size of 100 and 200 are presented in the following subsection. Results from sample size of 10 and 20 are presented in Supplementary Materials.

### Simulation results {#Sec10}

We first examined whether our simulated data represent distributions of BPMV and TPMV proportions in the real data. Among 100 simulation replicates with a sample size of 200 per group, the BPMV proportion for the control group ranged from 0.7% to 99.9% with 79.6% as the mean value. The percentage of TPMVs for the control group ranged from 0% to 48.1% with 1.5% as the mean value. Those percentages were close to the values estimated from the human urinary proteome data. For differentially abundant features, the added fold changes affected TPMV proportions in the case group. Among features with higher abundance in the case group, the TPMV percentage ranged from 0% to 29.5%. Among features with lower abundance in the case group, the TPMV percentage ranged from 0% to 74.9%.

Under the first simulation scenario, we first compared the parameter estimation between DASEV and TLK. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} presents the feature variance estimation from DASEV and TLK based on a simulated dataset. The TLK variance estimation was unstable. On one side, TLK substantially overestimated the variance for a subset of features. As shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, over 100 features had estimated variance 10 times larger than the true value. On the other side, TLK substantially underestimated the variance for another subset of features. As shown in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, 83 features had estimated variance smaller than 0.3. Majority of those extreme estimations were for features with large fractions of PMVs. In contrast, DASEV provided a much more robust estimation of the feature variance. It seldom gave extremely large (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) or small (Fig. [2d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) variance estimates.

The unstable estimate of variance based on TLK also affected the estimation of mean and BPMV proportion. As shown in Fig. [3a,c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the estimated mean and BPMV proportion were far from true values for a subset of features, especially features with large fractions of PMVs. Among features with over 90% PMVs, 13.4% had the estimated mean less than the detection limit. In contrast, DASEV yielded much fewer features (2.4%) with deviated mean and BPMV proportion estimates (Fig. [3b,d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The figure only shows results for control group. Case group has identical patterns. We obtained similar results on parameter estimation from simulations with 100 observations per group (Supplementary Figs. S[2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, S[3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, and S[4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Parameter estimation from other simulation scenarios showed similar patterns (results not shown).

We next compared the performance of DASEV and TLK for identifying differentially abundant features comparing the two groups, where we focused on testing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{M}$$\end{document}$. One important task in this endeavor is to rank features based on their likelihood of being differentially abundant. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the top 150 features ranked by each method based on one simulated dataset. Within the top features identified by TLK, 23 (15%) were false positives. The corresponding true positive rate (TPR) was 85%. Most of those features had large fractions of PMVs. Their estimated variances tended to be very small, some were even close to zero (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, TLK assigned favorable rankings to them even though some of them had very small fold changes. In contrast, none of the top-ranked features from DASEV had very small estimated variance (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). There were only 12 (8%) false positives. The corresponding TPR was 92%. Note that although most of the features with very small estimated variances by TLK were false positives, there were two true positive features. Those two features had large fractions of PMVs, and their true variances were much larger than the estimated values. TLK gave very small variance estimates to many features with large fractions of PMVs, which happened to include those two true positive features. Since TLK tended to rank features with very small estimated variances to the top, those two true positive features were identified along with other false positive features. It should be pointed out that this particular simulated dataset we chose is representative. The TPR of the top 150 features for each method based on this dataset was close to the average TPR over 100 simulated datasets (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we checked several other simulated datasets. The difference between DASEV and TLK was also observed (results not shown). To get a more general understanding for the improvement of DASEV over TLK, we plotted the TPR as a function of the number of selected top-ranked features. The resulting curve based on an average over 100 simulations is presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. For DASEV, the TPR was one for the very top-ranked features and decreased as more features were included. In contrast, the TPR curve based on TLK was not monotonic, indicating that even the very top features selected by TLK contained false positives. The TPR curve based on DASEV was higher than that based on TLK, indicating DASEV was able to rank more true positive features to the top compared to TLK. As we increased the sample size from 100 (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) to 200 (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) per group, the TPR also increased for both methods, with the TPR based on DASEV still higher than that based on TLK.Figure 4Comparison of differential abundance analysis results from DASEV and TLK based on simulations from the first scenario. Panels a and b are the true positive rate of top-ranked features with a sample size of 100 and 200 per group, respectively. Panels c and d are numbers of true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) features for a reported FDR threshold of 1%, 5% or 10% with a sample size of 100 and 200 per group, respectively. The percentage shown on top of a bar is the observed FDR. The results were averaged from 100 simulations.

In addition, we compared numbers of true positive and false positive features identified by DASEV and TLK for a given FDR threshold, referred to as the reported FDR, of 1%, 5%, or 10%. Figure [4c,d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} present the results averaged over 100 simulations for sample size of 100 and 200 per group, respectively. Compared to TLK, DASEV identified similar numbers of true positives but much fewer false positives. For example, for simulations with 100 observations per group and at 1% FDR threshold, DASEV identified an average of 43 true positives and only 1 false positives. In contrast, TLK identified an average of 45 true positives and 8 false positives. The numbers of identified features increased as sample size increased to 200 per group for both DASEV and TLK. But DASEV still had much fewer false positives. For both methods, the observed FDR, which was calculated as the observed fraction of false positives among identified features, was higher than the reported FDR. But the observed FDR from DASEV was much closer to the reported FDR than that from TLK. In addition, the observed FDR became closer to the reported FDR for both methods as the sample size increased from 100 to 200 per group.
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{B}$$\end{document}$, and compared DASEV to two additional parametric methods: accelerated failure time model (AFT)^[@CR5]^ and two-part t-test (2T)^[@CR3],[@CR15]^. DASEV still had the best performance under such a situation (Supplementary Fig. S[8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In addition to the first simulation scenario presented here, we considered five other simulation scenarios, see Supplementary Table S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for a summary of those scenarios. The second scenario aimed to evaluate DASEV's performance in testing difference in BPMV proportions. We considered hypothesis testing for both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{B}$$\end{document}$, AFT yielded the highest TPR curve (Supplementary Fig. S[9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), but it was likely due to mis-characterizing the difference in zero proportions between groups as a difference in means of lognormal distributions, see Additional Simulation Results section in Supplementary Materials for details. Our third to fifth scenarios considered the situation where both BPMV proportion and non-BPMV mean abundance are different between groups. In reality, differentially abundant features can be either dissonant (lower BPMV proportion with lower mean for non-BPMVs) or consonant (higher BPMV proportion with lower mean for non-BPMVs)^[@CR3]^. Therefore, we considered the following three scenarios: equal amount of dissonant and consonant features (the third scenario), more dissonant features (the fourth scenario), and more consonant features (the fifth scenario). Our third to fifth scenarios aimed to assess the situations where both BPMV proportions and group means are different using different proportion of dissonant and consonant features to represent those situations respectively. DASEV outperformed other methods in most situations (Supplementary Fig. S[10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} to S[12](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The only exception was that for the fifth scenario with small sample size (10 or 20 per group), AFT performed slightly better than DASEV. This again was likely due to mis-characterizing the difference in BPMV proportions as a difference in non-BPMV means, see Additional Simulation Results section in Supplementary Materials for details. Our sixth simulation scenario was designed to examine methods' performance while no TPMVs were present. As shown in Supplementary Fig. S[13](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, DASEV performed the best among all methods. More detailed descriptions of simulation settings and results are provided in Supplementary Materials.

Human urinary proteome data analysis {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

The human urinary proteome database (HUPD) contains proteomic data of urine samples analyzed by capillary electrophoresis-mass spectrometry from 13,027 patients with 47 different pathophysiological conditions^[@CR6]^. For demonstrating our method, we focused on a subset of 362 benign prostatic hyperplasia patients and 1,503 healthy controls with the goal of identifying differentially abundant peptide features between these two groups. In our analysis, we considered a total of 5,270 features that had at least three non-PMV observations and at least one PMV and one non-PMV observation per group. The range of PMV proportion for this dataset was from 0.7% to 99.8% with 80.8% as the mean value. The first and third quantiles were 75.6% and 95.5%, respectively. For demonstration, we focused on testing the hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{M}$$\end{document}$ and applied both DASEV and TLK. Under the threshold of FDR ≤ 0.01, DASEV identified 971 and TLK identified 1017 significant features, within which 963 were identified by both methods. We next performed a subsample analysis to investigate the concordance between full data analysis and subsample analysis. Specifically, we considered the 963 features commonly identified by both methods from the full dataset as the set of "positive" features, denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{N}}$$\end{document}$. We focused only on those "positive" and "negative" features and randomly sampled 100 or 200 observations from each of the benign prostatic hyperplasia and healthy control groups to form a subsample. We applied DASEV and TLK to the subsample to assess whether they could recover the "positive" and "negative" features obtained from the full dataset. Results from subsampling 100 observations per group were shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Those from subsampling 200 observations per group were provided in Supplementary Fig. [S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Among the 150 top-ranked features, DASEV identified 11 more features in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{P}}$$\end{document}$ than TLK (Fig. [5a,b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Similar to our findings from simulation studies, the variance estimates based on TLK were very close to zero for a number of features, which explained the higher number of TLK identified features that were not in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{P}}$$\end{document}$, based on DASEV was always about 10% higher than that based on TLK at any given threshold of the number of top-ranked features (Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, at a given FDR threshold, DASEV identified similar numbers of features in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{N}}$$\end{document}$ compared to TLK (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). All these analyses suggested that the subsample analysis results from DASEV had a higher concordance with the full data analysis results.Figure 5Comparison of DASEV and TLK based on subsampling 100 observations per group from the human urinary proteome dataset. Panel a and b are estimated log fold change versus variance for TLK and DASEV, respectively. Panel c shows the positive concordance rate between the subsample and full dataset. Panel d shows numbers of positive concordance (PC) and positive non-concordance (PN) features based on the subsample analysis for a reported FDR threshold of 1%, 5% or 10%. The percentage shown on top of a bar is the observed positive non-concordance rate. For panels a and b, results were based on a single subsample. For panels c and d, results were averaged across 100 subsamples.

Non-small cell lung cancer exosomal lipids data analysis {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------

For a second independent real sample type, we analyzed the lipid profile dataset of exosomes isolated from non-small cell lung cancer patient plasma reported by Fan *et al*.^[@CR7]^. We focused on identifying differentially abundant lipids features between 44 early stage and 47 late stage lung cancer patients. Our analysis considered 101 features that had at least three non-PMV observations and at least one PMV and one non-PMV observation per group. The molecular formulae of the compounds were determined by ultra high-resolution Fourier transform MS as previously described^[@CR7]^. We applied both DASEV and TLK to the dataset and focused on testing the hypothesis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H}_{0}^{M}$$\end{document}$. Each method returned 11 significant features at reported FDR \< 10%. Among them, 8 features were identified by both methods. Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} compares variance estimates between TLK and DASEV. The range of estimated variances based on DASEV was much narrower than that based on TLK. There were no extremely large or small variance estimates based on DASEV. We specifically investigated the variance estimates for the features detected only by one method. Blue triangles are for the 3 features detected only by TLK. The TLK estimated variances were close to zero for all these three features, which was the reason that TLK called them as significant. In contrast, the DASEV estimated variances were larger, and therefore these features were not top-ranked by DASEV. Orange dots are for the 3 features detected only by DASEV. For two of these features, TLK returned large estimated variances, and thus failed to identify them. For the remaining feature, C52H76O6, TLK and DASEV gave similar variance estimates. This feature ranked \#12 in TLK with an FDR q-value of 0.1278, which barely missed the FDR threshold. One reason was that TLK ranked the three features with underestimated variances ahead of C52H76O6, and therefore moved C52H76O6 above the FDR threshold.Figure 6Comparison of Non-small cell lung cancer exosomal lipids data analysis results between DASEV and TLK. Estimated variances from these two methods are plotted against each other for the 101 lipid features. The solid line indicates where the two estimates are equal. Orange dots indicate the three differentially abundant features only identified by DASEV and blue triangles indicate the three differentially abundant features only identified by TLK.

Using the program PREMISE^[@CR16]^, these features were assigned to lipidic components as shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Most of the lipids are triglycerides and glycerophospholipids. Triglycerides are typically storage lipids. However, some of the acyl chains of the TAGs are polyunsaturated, which can be hydrolyzed to bioactive lipids (diacylglycerols and the fatty acid). Studies have shown that fatty acid biosynthetic pathways can be molecular targets for cancer therapy, including lung cancer^[@CR17]^. Glycerophospholipids and their lyso forms are seen to be differentially abundant in the plasma of the cancer patients^[@CR18]^. One compound (C35H69N2O6P1), which was identified only by DASEV, belongs to sphingolipids. Sphingolipids are implicated in important cell signaling processes and are known to have regulatory roles in tumor growth, including lung cancer^[@CR19],[@CR20]^.Table 1Lipid information for compounds identified in differential abundance analysis by DASEV and TLK.FormulaLipid groupLipid classAcyl chainUnsat sites\# carbonsDASEV p-valueTLK p-valueDASEV q-valueTLK q-valueDASEV varianceTLK variancePMV %C56H102O6\*TriacylglycerolsTAG533560.00050.00040.04860.01030.97830.549291.2C18H34N1O9P1\*LysoglycerophospholipidsLysoPS121180.00440.00470.08960.04752.51122.794063.7C30H58N1O6P1\*CeramidesCer-1P302300.00380.00040.08960.01031.03510.020696.7C42H84N1O8P\*GlycerophospholipidsPC340420.00290.00290.08960.03241.27811.279079.1C44H84N1O8P1\*GlycerophospholipidsPC362440.00200.00150.08960.03060.38070.29728.8C44H82N1O8P1\*GlycerophospholipidsPC363440.00810.00640.09720.05860.40350.313822.0C44H88N1O8P1\*GlycerophospholipidsPC360440.00770.00040.09720.01030.91880.097795.6C66H106O6\*TriacylglycerolsTAG6311660.00960.00230.09720.03241.02750.182096.7C35H69N2O6P1^*D*^SphingolipidsSM302350.00920.02320.09720.16171.87053.368895.6C52H76O6^*D*^TriacylglycerolsTAG4912520.00660.01640.09720.12781.48311.494796.7C55H82O6^*D*^TriacylglycerolsTAG5212550.01060.02400.09760.16171.93733.026294.5C61H104O6^*L*^TriacylglycerolsTAG587610.0635\<0.00010.33080.00130.92190.014094.5C45H82N1O8P1^*L*^GlycerophospholipidsPE404450.08840.00180.33080.03111.00410.024394.5C61H112O6^*L*^TriacylglycerolsTAG583610.05890.00260.33040.03241.04520.059996.7\*Features identified by both DASEV and TLK. ^*D*^Features identified only by DASEV. ^*L*^Features identified only by TLK.

Discussions {#Sec13}
===========

In this paper, we introduced an empirical Bayes shrinkage method to stabilize the variance estimation of mixture model for MS data in presence of a large fraction of PMVs. The stabilization of variance estimation also led to more precise estimations of the BPMV proportion and the non-BPMV mean, which are important parameters characterizing a feature's abundance level in a group of subjects. As for differential abundance analysis to compare these parameters between groups, comparing to TLK, our method substantially increased the power of the analysis with a higher true positive rate among top-ranked features.

The empirical Bayes shrinkage method stabilizes the variance estimation by borrowing information from the ensemble of features, which is achieved by assuming a common prior distribution of variance across features. Due to the introduction of this prior, the variance estimation becomes slightly biased. As shown in Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, DASEV underestimated the variances. However, in finite samples, especially when sample size is small, unbiasedness may not be that important. To stably estimate variance is more important, which can substantially improve the power of differential abundance analysis, see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In this paper, we consider an inverse chi-square distribution as the prior, which appears to fit the data (Supplementary Fig. S[1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The general applicability of the inverse chi-square distribution needs to be further investigated with the accumulation of proteomics and metabolomics datasets. However, we examined the robustness of our method against the choice of the prior parametric distribution. Supplementary Fig. S[7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} compares the results from using lognormal versus inverse chi-square as the prior distribution. The results from the two prior distributions were similar, especially when sample size was larger. Therefore, DASEV appeared to be insensitive to the choice of prior distribution.

Regarding the variance estimation, the TLK method used a lower bound of 0.0025, which was set somewhat arbitrarily. In our simulations, we found that this lower bound was reached by some features, who tended to be identified as significant features because this lower bound value was very small. In DASEV, rather than specifying a lower bound, we introduced a prior distribution for the variances across features. The prior distribution does not specify a lower bound so that any positive number is theoretically allowed. However, the parameters in the prior distribution are adaptively (empirically) selected to favor variance values that are reasonable for the data by assigning higher prior probabilities to those values, and thus substantially reduces the chance of getting extremely large or small variance estimates. Since the prior distribution is empirically determined from the data, it is sufficiently flexible to fit various datasets of different biological variations such as human data, mice data, and cell line data.

In practice, we recommend to focus on features having at least three non-PMVs for two group comparison because under this restriction, at least one group can have 2 or more non-PMV observations so that there is information about the variance of the feature abundance. However, one can choose alternative restrictions. On one side, DASEV can still be applied to features with less than three non-PMVs. Under such situations, the data may not contain variation information of the feature. But our shrinkage method allows borrowing information from other features to estimate the variance, although this is not ideal. On the other side, one may focus on features with a decent number of non-PMVs, which contain richer information on the distribution of non-PMVs. Based on the first simulation scenario, we compared three different restrictions that requires at least two, three, or ten non-PMVs. Results are provided in Supplementary Fig. S[14](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} (for sample size of 20 per group) and S15 (for sample size of 100). The overall performance was similar between the restrictions of at least two and at least three non-PMVs for each of the DASEV, TLK, AFT, and 2T methods. When applying the more stringent restriction of at least 10 non-PMVs, the performance (in terms of TPR) of DASEV, TLK and 2T all improved, while that of AFT remained about the same. Notably, under such situations, performances of DASEV, TLK and 2T were very close to each other. This is as expected because when there are a decent number of non-PMVs, the variance estimation becomes stable, and does not depend much on the choice of the estimation method.

In our algorithm, we have noticed two convergence issues. The first issue was sometimes observed when using the R function *optim* to find maximum likelihood estimates or during the iterative procedure for model parameter estimation. We were able to solve this issue by increasing the maximum number of iterations.The second issue was sometimes observed for estimating BPMV proportions and fitting the model under a perfect separation, i.e. a group only has PMVs while the other group only has non-PMVs. This was solved in our two-group comparison analysis by restricting features to have at least one PMV and one non-PMV in each group. The issue can appear at a higher frequency when categorical covariates are included in the model. We therefore recommend to check on the perfect separation issue before applying the method.

We consider a lognormal model for non-BPMVs and a logistic model for BPMVs in this paper, which is most commonly used in MS data analysis. Our method can be extended to other models, such as a probit model for the BPMV proportion and a skew normal model for non-BPMVs^[@CR21]^. Under these models, we expect the empirical Bayes shrinkage method can still be used to improve model parameter estimation.

The large amount of PMVs in an MS dataset causes challenges in not only differential abundance analysis but also other types of statistical analysis, such as cluster analysis. Traditional methods for cluster analysis, e.g. the k-mean and hierarchical clustering methods, do not specifically handle zero values. The mixture model provides a promising alternative. Extending our method to cluster analysis is one of our future research interests.
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